In Corneille's Horace the hero is brought to trial for having defended Rome's integrity by killing his own sister. The fifth act of the play is devoted to this trial, but should also be read like an allegorical re-enactment of the Querelle du Cid, during which Corneille himself was put to a kind of a ''trial'' by colleagues and critics scandalized by the moral and ideological audacity of this first play dedicated to a criminal hero. Our paper tries to point out in detail the analogies that authorize such a reading.
It goes without saying that the trial of Horace the hero is also a trial of Horace the play, a "Quarrel of Horace" 1 that is, in other words, foreshadowed and carried through en abîme, which certainly helped to defuse it in reality. All we can say and criticize about the radicalized second Cid titled Horace has been said and criticized in this very play, the critique henceforth being confined to more or less selective paraphrases. It was almost inevitable that such a dramatic exercise would draw upon the experience of the earlier quarrel and use the whole of this quarrel as both a backdrop and a model. To complete a description of this overlapping system, we can say that insofar as it is designed as a radicalized Cid, Horace can be regarded as a suite of Le Cid among the ones that Corneille's supporters and enemies produced, but it is a "sequel" with the original quarrel and the quarrel to come included and superimposed. In a century in which the relationships of reciprocal metaphorization between the pen and the sword and between authors and heroes of the stage were common practice 2 , Camille's murderer, like the Count's murderer before him, has what is essentially a dual "significance": we can simultaneously see him as the real sworn enemy of feudal individualism, to whom the heavens have granted "l'art et le pourvoir d'affermir les Couronnes" (v. 1751) [the art, and power to establish Thrones 3 ], and as the most inspired poet of his policy. Richelieu and Corneille are combined into a single character so that both sit in the same dock through a third character's mediation. All three are being judged according to the same contradictory yet inseparable responses of admiration and blame that each one arouses in his domain, responses characteristic of the new kind of tragedy that Horace was bringing to maturity:
L'autre d'un si grand zèle admire la fureur ; Tel porte jusqu' aux cieux leur vertu sans égale, Et tel l'ose nommer sacrilège et brutale. (786-88) [A third the fury of their zeal admires; This high applauds their vertue to the sky, And that condemns it for barbarity.]
Chapelain had already observed these reactions among Le Cid's audiences:
[…] le bruit confus de la louange et du blâme […] (Querelle. 934) . praise and blame were intermingling in a babel of noise.] and Corneille had foreseen them in the "Excuse à Ariste", as if already aware of his calling as a scandal author:
Mon travail sans appui monte sur le théâtre ; Chacun en liberté l'y blâme ou l'idolâtre. 4 
[My works are put on stage with nobody pushing them. Everybody is free to blame or to idolize them.]
One more correlation pushes this triple parallelism a bit further. Since during the 1640s, the Rome of dramatic fiction already acted as the supreme internal assessor of conflicts and actions submitted at the same time to the real spectators 5 , the three accused had to face the judgment of a twofold national public.
A third metaphor, aggressively ad hoc, classes the Académie's intervention in the Cid affair as a trail in due and proper form. The illustrious body would have to specify in "Sentiments" that it was not acting as a "tribunal" (Querelle. 935), certainly without too much hope of thereby avoiding an ambiguity that provided ammunition for both camps.
Already caught in such a grid of pre-established meanings, the fifth act of Horace could not have avoided referring to the quarrel of Le Cid even if Corneille would have wanted it to, which was clearly not the case. Scudéry's and Mairet's adversary was in a position to multiply almost at will his veiled references in an ardently desired settling of accounts. Although it is unquestionably the only one of its kind, the parallel between a tragic sequence and a biographical sequence has not yet aroused great interest among scholars. An article by René Jasinski 6 has nevertheless brilliantly laid the initial groundwork for a path than any scholar in this field is invited to follow with some attention paid to its numerous detours. Jasinski formulated the basic assumptions, impressively obvious, of such an undertaking: Other significant remarks have been made since, but they are scattered among studies dedicated to related or more general subjects, such as those by Hélène Merlin 7 or Civardi, in the scholarly apparatus that accompanies his complete edition of the Querelle du Cid. In the following, we will try to synthesize this still somewhat raw knowledge while adding our own observations.
Corneille actually depicts himself onstage in Horace as in a warlike alter ego. We must considere all that the playwright had risked on the political and professional level during the four shaping and decisive years for the history of French theatre that led from Le Cid to Horace, and his homology with the champion in the fiction takes on a much more literal and existential meaning than it initially appears to have. It is a veritable hero of literature who, fully aware of this much-deserved status, gambles everything in full view of the public and decisively wins the bet. The "just pride" that Horace feels of being chosen by Rome (v. 378) -pride not in himself but in his mission-is the very pride that bursts forth in the Excuse à Ariste. The hero is thus deliberately exposed, as if through a renewed arrogance, to the same reflexes of antipathy that his creator met with and that continued to devastate Corneille's exegesis, in which a too well established tradition prompts critics to detest, in spite of so many textual caveats, the champion of Rome as cordially as the Scudérys and the Mairets of the era detested Rodrigue and especially the one who had invited him onto the French stage.
Corneille's haughty indifference and his scornful silence, stigmatized by his enemies 8 and defended by his supporters 9 , in the face of the treatment he endured at the hands of the Valères of reality and then at the hands of Richelieu and the Académie, are clearly the same as those displayed by Horace during his trial: The two of them were facing authorities that were at first contemptible, and then indisputable, but whose verdict they reserved the right not to internalize 10 . Jasinski insists on the second part of this sequence, correctly linking the Corneille's letter to Boisrobert to the champion of Rome's reply to his king (op. cit. 35) 11 . To this we must add Corneille's retrospective protestations in his "Examen" of Le Cid (I. 694-95) and comment here on the extent to which the parallelism is sustained: the playwright's refusal to participate in his own proceedings was intended for his detractors as well as for the Académie, just as Horace's refusal is meant for Valère as well as for Tulle. There is, in fact, quite a discursive, quasi-paraphrastic solidarity between all the playwright's comments on the Quarrel and those of his hero when forced to endure similar difficulties.
Naturally the playwright and the hero are more concerned about their future glory, against the common backdrop of a dispute too replete with all sorts of confusion, each one confronting the dead-lock of an insurmountable apogee. The temptation of professional suicide, or the "depression" 12 that Chapelain describes in the famous letter to Balzac 13 , returns in the play simply as the temptation to commit suicide. And surely both Corneille and his hero have no desire to let posterity take a hypothetical act of supreme glorification as an admission of guilt: The two critics agree on the diagnosis of "despondency" but they seem to rely more on Chapelain's testimony than on the text of Horace, where it is the rapturous feeling of an unequalled plenitude, and that alone, that gives rise to the idea of cutting short any continuation. When they imagine this eventuality, neither Horace nor Corneille is more discouraged than Goethe's Faust would have been when he would utter the fatal words: "Verweile doch, du bist so schön" [But stay, you are so beautiful!]. The simple fact that he wrote a new play shows that the playwright, like the hero of this play, has overcome the impasse of the apotheosis and is ready to live again "pour servir l'État" [to thy Countries noblest, bravest ends] (v. 1763). In short, it is the Corneille who impatiently returns to the stage to respond to his adversaries, not through vain protestations but through a different Cid, one amplified and completely radicalized and now clad in all the prestige of Roman world, who best corresponds to the champion of Rome, the Corneille as he is described by the anonymous author of the Lettre du désintéressé au Sieur de Mairet […] vous serez satisfait en apparence si vous pouvez faire descendre Monsieur Corneille du lieu où beaucoup d'honnêtes gens l'ont placé, parce que vous n'y pouvez pas monter. Vous l'appelez Icare parce qu'il vole audessus de vous: Il vous fera voir à la pièce qu'il prépare que ses ailes sont assez fortes pour le soutenir, et que n'étant pas de cire, vous n'êtes pas aussi le Soleil qui les lui fera fondre: Ce n'est pas de vous qu'il doit attendre le coup mortel. [you will be apparently delighted if you can bring Mr. Corneille down from the place where many honest people have put him, because you cannot go up there yourself. You call him Icarus because he flies above you: in the play he is now writing, he will make you see that his wings are strong enough to support him and are not being made of wax, you are also not the Sun who will melt his wings: It is not from you that he must expect the mortal blow.
[…] a cloud […] is forming in Normandy, threatening you with a furious storm this winter: it will hurt you all the more as your judgement is sound enough for you to foresee your ruin, and your mind too weak to prevent it.] (838-39) Georges Couton (ed. cit. I. 1534) and Milorad Margitic 15 maintain that the "tempest" at issue here is certainly Horace; Civardi presents considerable arguments against them. (Querelle. 838). In any event, the author of this short work clearly has information more recent than Chapelain's, and his description of an imminent Cornelian reply actually corresponds to the profile of Horace seen in the light of the Quarrel of Le Cid. This leads us to go a bit further in this direction. Through the Horace freed from suicidal temptation and elevated by his king to the level of a second Romule, Corneille staged his own apotheosis, one such as the absolutist regime should have organized for him once it understood that no other author could better serve its cause in the theatre.
A savoury detail confirms the triumphant tone of the apparently mournful words of Horace-Corneille. Behind the hero who evaluates the exploit that he would not want to survive: When we imagine the irritated exactitude with which Corneille must have dissected his judges' text, simple verbal coincidence at such a sensitive place seems unlikely.
The parallelism is carried further by another correspondence, that it would be simplistic to attribute to the single theatrical mimesis. On the stage as in reality, higher authorities urge adversaries to reconcile. It is both fascinating and instructive to compare the sublimities of the fictional episode at issue, all turned inevitably to the playwright's advantage, the redistribution of roles included, when necessary: The important part of this polemic transposition is that which the playwright retains of their profile, at some points personal and at others, doctrinal. From the first point of view, the analogy denounces a subjectivity that is equally compromising in the play and in reality.
Valère's love for Camille functions in this respect as the most flagrant specific manifestation of a passionate state that extends to Corneille's enemies. They are lovers themselves, certainly not of Camille but of all victims who know how to die nicely on the dramatic stage; they are envious themselves and they do their best to deny acting out of jealousy. They probably have even more questionable motivations for which this fictional love is the equivalent, and which the author of the Discours à Cliton 20 they fear the "tyranny" 21 of a rival who is intolerably superior. This literary tyranny had already created a flesh and blood martyr, Claveret, beneath whom Corneille reproached Scudéry for having placed him 22 . Mairet would defend the right of the poor penpusher to rebel against the "stepping stone" role that he had been forced to play:
[Je vous ai répondu] en vous montrant la tyrannie dont vous voulez user envers une personne outragée, à qui la plainte même serait défendue si l'on vous écoutait, comme si naturellement il n'était pas permis de repousser une injure par une autre, hé! quoi, vous-même ne voudriez-vous point qu'après le soufflet qu'il a reçu, il se soumît encore à baiser la belle main qui l'a frappé This is a modest if hilarious proof that supports the rapprochement that Jasinski proposes between Camille's vociferations and those of Corneille's enemies (op. cit. 31). This also gives us the opportunity to think a bit more about the effect of the intertextuality that makes Horace's sister declaim as did the Massinisse of Mairet previously 23 . This effect, which reached its peak after having passed through the filters of the tirades of Isabelle in the Illusion comique (v. 981-1030), whose lover had just been condemned to death, and of Chimène when she imagines that Rodrigue has been killed in the duel with Don Sanche (Le Cid, v. 1727-1748), is surely deliberate. Camille fully embodies the kind of tragic dramas that Corneille rejects, one of both feudal and sentimental individualism, where conquerors are supposed to renounce their greatest victories because of love for their victims. The accusation of plagiarism, odd by the standards of the times, was also only levelled to diminish Corneille's contribution to his own success. Mairet added to the list a third helpful factor that Le Cid's author may have taken advantage of, more inclusive and textually similar this time to the factor that Valère would cite:
[…] laissant à part ce grand bruit, qui souventefois est plutôt un témoignage du bonheur des pièces publiques que de leur valeur, habent sua fata libelli, souvenez-vous que la conjoncture du temps, l'adresse et la bonté des acteurs, tant à la bien représenter qu'à la faire valoir par d'autres inventions étrangères que le Sieur Montdory n'entend guère moins bien que son métier; ont été les plus riches ornements du Cid Would it be pushing the parallelism too far if we note that, by their own common and reiterated admission, those who finally became the Cid's enemies perceived it in two phases, in exactly the same way as Horace's two-phase action was perceived by Rome's "gens de bien" and by the whole critical tradition that they unfortunately generated. Under the performance's immediate effect, they all applauded a play whose outrageous implications they grasped only at its careful reading 24 , just as Valère and so many other internal and external spectators applauded Horace, forgetting the five parricides that his victory had cost, only to be repulsed when faced with a sixth. Corneille would have had to settle for the theatrical success, without going so far as to print his play, just as Horace would have had to settle for the triumph in the lists, without getting involved in the conflict with Camille.
The order that Boisrobert, Richelieu's literary spokesperson, transmits to Mairet, to end the hostilities, had been first intimated, according to him, to Corneille (Querelle. 908). We find the episode in Horace, with the roles reversed. Valère, the knight as exuberant and erratic as Scudéry and whose fierceness flaunts the discipline of the bar, is the one interrupted by the judge: On the doctrinal level, Valère, the character who does nothing in the play but judges everything that happens as a highly advised spectator, is certainly the on-stage counterpart of the right-minded theatre's theorists, "homme de bien" and "bon sujet" [a righteous man and a good subject] imbued with maxims of an unassailable orthodoxy, with rules and prejudices that he doesn't bother to compare with the realities of life. There is, between his diatribes and Horace's exploits, or more generally, between the "voeux impuissants" [unavailing wishes] of those he represents and the "illustres effets" [illustrious effects] that create the hero's glory, the same distance that is found between the Observations sur Le Cid and Le Cid itself, or more generally, between the scholars who win "in the study" and the playwright who wins the battle of the stage 25 . On one hand, we have the unswerving respect for standards, and on the other, the faith in their victorious transgression, whether in the service of Rome or in the service of French theatre.
Valère indulges into the most extravagant denial possible when he exclaims that "En ce lieu Rome a vu le premier parricide" [Rome here has suffer'd the first Parricide] (v. 1532). This is not only an unpleasant character trait but the caricaturized and quasi-prophetic representation of a collective state of mind, of the "vraisemblable" dawning under the Cid's impact, and whose beginnings already hint at its ambition to rewrite history. Corneille returns to the fundamental operation of this rewriting, when he pins on his character another absurdity of the same proportion: "Qu'il triomphe en vainqueur et périsse en coupable" [At once for merit, and a crime so high, / A Victor triumph, an Offender dye.]. This is wanting to separate the two sides of the same coin, as Balzac had noted earlier when speaking with a dry humour of the conflict that pitted his friend against his persecutors: In more general terms, these two sides of the same coin were the sublime and the horrific, the consubstantiality of which the author of first Le Cid and then of Horace tried to demonstrate. In the nearly four years that passed between the two plays, a new sub-genre -the heroic tragi-comedy, of which L'Amour tyrannique was an early example intentionally designed to oppose Le Cid -took on the precise mission of producing such separations, otherwise impossible, in the fictional laboratory of the multilevel stage 27 . The parade of poses that were heroically parricidal and henceforth imbued with a greatness unanimously recognized, but also invariably exempted through all sorts of makeshifts from translation into action, had already become not simply its speciality but its reason for being. In his line quoted above, Valère's badfaith provides this sub-genre with a wonderful motto. In short, we find in this character the theoretic personification of that which Horace the elder effectively embodies in the practice of action, always quick to promise atrocities that he finally finds he is unable to commit. In the Quarrel of Le Cid as it is represented in Horace's trial, this character is to Valère exactly that which the Scudéry of L'Amour tyrannique, and all the practitioners of right-minded theatre who will follow his example, are to the Scudéry of Observations.
A terminological detail enriches this character's participation in the two parallel worlds of the trial and the quarrel. When Horace the elder rails against the "affront" they want to inflict the author writing this speech for him surely does not casually use a term such as "lauriers" [laurels], which became critical when he himself used it to sing his own praises in the Latin Excusatio dated 1634 (I, p. 463-66, v. 69-70), brought into the present by the Excuse à Artiste dated 1637, and for which Scudéry had reproached him, on the other hand, its overuse in Le Cid, with no less than nine instances cited in support . The very the double occurrence of this term in the defense's speech and in two successive lines also made a modest contribution to the status of repeated offence that the play as a whole eas designed for.
To be complete, we should add that the little issue of laurels would also have a linguistic consequence that Le Cid ' In a Horace that is in many other respects a two-fold Cid, Camille and Sabine share the heritage of Chimène, about whom we can say that the unusual complexity in some way calls for the split. Jasinski was genuinely correct when he linked the Roman lover's curses with the "fureurs" [rage] of Corneille's enemies (op. cit. 33). Unlike her sister-in-law, Horace's wife does not throw herself into the heat of the action, to gamble daringly with her fate and the meaning of the tragedy in which she is caught. She remains just outside the action, confined in a contemplative space, like Valère, but without his composure, doomed instead to the torments of perplexity and desperately seeking the crux of the monstrous story that she observes and whose unfolding she endures. In this way she is comparable to this other Chimène, who also searches high and low for saving illumination and dares not fully love or hate without the endorsement of a higher authority. In brief, with all the strength of her emotional and moral being so cruelly called upon, she witnesses a spectacle that does everything possible to convert her to its highest meaning, as will be converted, mutatis mutandis, Émilie and Pauline, the characters embodying feminine protest in the two following plays. The key to the dramaturgic status of these four characters, we could say through a generalization that certainly requires many adjustments, is given to us by the Illusion comique's Pridamant, a perfect representative, as we grow to understand with the obligatory rereading of the play, of the regular audience member in the hall, but whose interest in what is happening on stage takes the higher form of paternal love. Is not Chimène's love itself, entangled as it is in hatred, also an exaggeration of the hesitations of the original spectators, uncertain if they should adore or detest Rodrigue? And this was an uncertainty brought to fruition by a "quarrel" that occurred at just the right time to confirm and exacerbate the contradictory reactions that the playwright had originally tried to provoke. In Sabine, we see the complete embodiment of this state of moral, intellectual and, above all, cultural disarray of a public as torn between the "crimes" of "loving" or "not loving" (Horace, v. 1622) Rodrigue, and then of "loving or "not loving" Horace, as she herself is torn between the "crimes" of "loving" or "not loving" her husband. As such, she has her place in the allegorical reconstitution of this "quarrel" as well as in the trial that provides the occasion for it. 
